5 Reasons to Choose RapidIdentity as a Caradigm SSO Replacement

With Caradigm’s Single Sign-On solution being sunset in 2019. Caradigm customers face the challenge of choosing a replacement. Before you’re forced to go through a costly and disruptive rip-and-replace, it’s important that you understand you have a choice in your next SSO solution. There are other, better options than Imprivata—such as RapidIdentity.

1. LEVERAGES YOUR EXISTING INFRASTRUCTURE
RapidIdentity leverages your current hardware, avoiding additional costs and disruptions to current operations as systems are migrated. Deploying Imprivata SSO requires a complete overhaul of your solution, including a rip-and-replace of your current hardware set-up with pre-configured hardware.

2. AVOIDS DISRUPTIONS DURING MIGRATION
RapidIdentity is designed to run with Caradigm, so organizations can efficiently migrate systems over without negatively impacting clinician workflows or patient care levels. However, when Caradigm organizations transition systems over to Imprivata, disruption to current operations is an unavoidable reality. Depending on the complexity of current systems, this can lead to clinician downtime and patient dissatisfaction.

3. ONE PRICE WITHOUT THE NICKEL-AND-DIMING
Migrating to a new SSO solution is a major investment. Added fees and unexpected expenses are the last thing your organization needs. That’s why we include all the innovative features of our award-winning SSO solution under a single price and only charge for the number of user licenses you actually need. With Imprivata, additional functionality comes at an additional charge, and you’ll pay license fees for every user in your hospital directory.

“We save approximately $500 per device by running SSO with Windows embedded on HP thin clients—with 1,000 devices deployed, that’s a savings of $500,000 in hardware costs alone.”

Shawn David, CTO
Rockford Health System
4. FAMILIAR USER INTERFACE
RapidIdentity has a similar client/server architecture to Caradigm. This familiar look and feel translates to a smoother transition, less user disruption, and decreased change management fatigue for clinicians. Instead of spending valuable time learning new technology, clinicians stay productive and have more time for patients. Plus, with RapidIdentity, users still have time-saving access to an application toolbar—except they no longer need IT assistance for set-up, and there’s no limit to the number of applications that can be pinned.

5. DON’T JUST TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT
RapidIdentity was ranked healthcare’s #1 Identity and Access Management solution in 2020 by KLAS Research based on having the highest customer ratings. With unique features, such as drag-and-drop application integration, support for mixed device environments, and innovative proximity badge functionality, it’s easy to see why KLAS recognized Identity Automation as the Category Leader for IAM, a distinction reserved for solutions that earned top honors in their segment for helping healthcare professionals provide better patient care.

MAKE THE SMART CHOICE
Just because you currently have Caradigm doesn’t mean you have to migrate to Imprivata. Identity Automation has deep experience with Caradigm migration and a proven track record of successful Caradigm replacements. We’re pleased to offer healthcare organizations the industry’s most complete and integrated IAM solution, giving healthcare a better alternative to address their regulatory, identity lifecycle, and integration challenges.

“Because the RapidIdentity SSO is so easy to use, the transition to something new in the EHR world is much smoother.”

Shawn David, CTO
Rockford Health System
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